
Surfing Etiquette & Ease

The surf beach is an amazing mix of pleasesure & pain, the shear exhileration of surfing a wave so 
fast you can't stop grinning, to the fear of that huge wave with an evil grin, that you know is going 
to give you the trashing of a lifetime.

Judging the waves, weather, wind, wetsuited surfers & of course the weaners screaming with 
delight at the waters edge, is a skill that involves avoidance, communication, patience, tolerance, 
self discipline & restraint. But probably most important of all is the experience you have of 
handling your chosen craft in difficult water.

The first rule of surfing is to stop at the waters edge, look, listen and take stock of what is going on 
before you attempt to get into your boat & paddle out, 5 minutes should give you enough time to 
gather important information about the beach, surfers, children, dogs, wind, rips & of course where 
the waves are breaking & how big they are.

Think really carefully about your ability range & how long it's been since you last surfed. Over 
extending yourself is hazardous to you & your confidence, but more importantly it's dangerous to 
everyone else.
                                        You have a duty of care to do no harm 

It is always much easier to paddle out through unbroken water rather than battle against increasing 
walls of white water. Or through numbers of surfers speeding towards you. 

It is your responsibility when paddling out to keep out of the way of incoming riders.

So before you start paddling out, take a good look at where you need to be and determine the easiest
way to get there. 

Think carefully about what makes an easy paddle out, is it a rip current, is it a lull in the surf, is it 
all about timing ? 
How are others getting out ? 
Even the best don't always get it their own way, so if it doesn't 'quite go right' & you come out of 
your boat, you may be stuck in the impact zone. Then you should make your way back in to the 
beach as soon as possible, preferably avoiding the path of other surfers who will be coming in on 
waves. 

Be aware of wave etiquette. 

 The surfer that is furthest out, or that has been waiting longest has priority

Do Not paddle round someone to get into this inside position on a wave

The surfer that is closest to the peak of the breaking wave has the wave

Do Not drop in on a wave that is being ridden toward you 

If the wave is dual peaking communicate & call "Left!" or "Right!" 

Do Not paddle in the same direction 
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It is much easier to catch waves and paddle further out than board surfers

But just because you can - doesn't make it right - Do not Hog the Waves

Take it in turns, there are plenty of waves for everyone, if you think you're being shut out move to 
another spot, you can have as much or more fun on a secodary wave that is less crowded.

If you drop in, run over someone, or breach the etiquette & rules in any way, stay calm &

Apologise. 

We all make mistakes & saying sorry goes some way to smoothing things over. Just be carefull to 
move on, or give some space then ensure you avoid repeating the error.

It's never a good idea to upset the locals! 

They surf the spot regulary you can learn so much more by watching & taking your time. 
Keep your group small if there is already a crowd

Try not to pick a spot that is out of your ability range. You'll only end up upsetting the other surfers 
by getting in the way or being a potential hazard for everyone.

Always aid another surfer in trouble. Surfing can be dangerous and even fatal, look after each other 
& never surf alone.

Take all your rubbish home & Leave only footprints. 
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